
BELLE AND SEBASTIAN WRITE ABOUT LOVE RARELY KNOWS

It's easy to think of Belle and Sebastian as the Stuart Murdoch show. (the first 12 seconds of "I Can See Your Future" or
"Write About Love" might . he sings "I know the way/ Get on your skinny knees and pray," "Write About.

I want to smell the suburbs. But it usually happensâ€¦ It could be a house falling down, a friend coming to
visit, an onerous task arriving by email. He's their main singer, their frontman, the guy who wrote everything
on their first two albums and almost all the good stuff they've done since then; when the band started
incorporating other members' songs and voices, they made a couple of dodgy records. Pronounced like the
name of the song on this record. Let the cheeky young Geography master bounce out of the room. Write
About Love is a grower-- the sort of record you need to play repeatedly, listening to how it fits together,
before it can really ingratiate itself. I should really try to tell you some of that stuff. Bless â€” Ed. Sweet,
comforting, affordable, music. Because from the quiet comes most good things. What you have to do is
heavenly. There is a lot of talking about the power, performance, and meaning of music. That might be just
another storytelling gambit: Murdoch's always fictionalized and mythologized the band's history in his songs,
too. The girls smile. That's generally a great idea, with one prominent exception. Part of the challenge was
Murdoch insisted on sticking with his original vision. A fork in your own metaphysical road in which you are
aware of the two choices. They want you to bring them toast. A skint boyfriend. It's easy to think of Belle and
Sebastian as the Stuart Murdoch show. But in the last decade, while Murdoch's Belle and Sebastian explored
the more direct romantic sounds of '70s AM pop, Camera Obscura has quietly refined its grab-bag of
arm-swinging brunette soul, swaying country and lite disco. Onwards, ever onwards toward Mick, the Studio,
and Musical Incarceration! And to see it come together was great. They are sort of moved by forces. For the
most part, though, Write About Love is a consolidation of Belle and Sebastian's strengths, rather than an
expansion into new territory. It comes thick and fast â€” as ideas, desire, and daydreams. The staffroom is
warm. Usually you would find me dancing around my kitchen just with the general quietness of it all.


